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Abstract

My thesis contributes to understanding how innovative financial assets affect the behavior of financial market participants. The first two chapters focus on why credit rating agencies failed to correctly assess the riskiness of innovative structured products, like those of collateralized debt obligations. The third chapter investigates how the introduction of retail structured products may lead to systematic patterns in aggregate retail investor behavior.

The subprime crisis began to unfold when markets realized that structured products designed to be safe are, in fact, toxic. Credit rating agencies prolonged this misperception by granting triple-A credit ratings to many of these assets. In an applied game theoretic setting, I derive the conditions in Chapter 1 under which credit rating agencies operating in a duopoly, similarly to S&P and Moody’s, are likely to provide overly optimistic assessments of risk. The main innovation of Chapter 1 is that I allow agencies to learn about each other’s assessments during the rating process. Importantly, learning enables agencies to cater credit ratings, that is, offer a higher rating to a given issuer based on the other agency’s more favorable assessment. Catering is harmful for social welfare as it reduces the informativeness of ratings. I show that the negative welfare implications of catering are most severe when the skewness of the rated assets’ payoff is large, similarly to the payoffs of collateralized debt obligations. Chapter 2 builds on the framework of Chapter 1 and investigates how a rating agency calibrates its information technology as a response to changes in its business environment and also whether it has sufficient incentives to invest into information acquisition. I show that the agency’s business environment has a strong effect on calibration and, in turn, on rating standards. Additionally, while the agency’s ability to calibrate may have the benefit of alleviating conflicts of interests in the industry, when these conflicts are extreme, the agency chooses to ignore additional information about rated assets’ quality. This helps to reconcile the empirical evidence documented in the literature on structured ratings, according to which agencies ignored valuable information that was available to them at the time they issued their ratings.

The third chapter is joint work with Kata Váradi and it focuses on retail structured products that are derivatives designed by banks for individual investors. Retail structured products became increasingly popular in the last decade as they enabled individual investors to trade with complex assets, that were previously not available to them. We analyze both empirically and theoretically a subset of these products, called knock-out warrants. Individuals can trade with knock-out warrants through stock exchanges and they allow individuals to place leveraged speculative bets in the market of their chosen underlying, like a stock index or a commodity. We show theoretically that in these markets individuals, on average, are likely to
bet on price reversals, even if at the individual level investors randomly choose the direction of their respective bet. Using proprietary data from a bank, we provide supportive evidence for our prediction. We speculate that the setup of these markets may be beneficial for the banks if they need to hedge their own exposure to the underlying asset.

The results of my thesis suggest that the presence of innovative financial assets often affect the behavior of market participants. In particular, assets with highly skewed payoffs may change market outcomes in unforeseen ways. The skewed payoffs of collateralized debt obligations seem to have an adverse effect on rating agencies’ incentives to exercise due diligence. On the other hand, the skewed payoffs of knock-out warrants results in unintentional but predictable aggregate behavior of individual investors.

**Chapter 1: Credit Rating Catering**

I analyze how competition between credit rating agencies affects market efficiency. As a main innovation, I introduce information flows between rating agencies that take place during the rating process. In the model, rating agencies cannot commit to truthfully reveal their information, but they have to pay a penalty whenever a project carrying their high rating defaults. The key insight is that competing agencies in a duopoly are tempted to cater ratings, that is, agencies selectively offer better ratings to issuers based on the more favorable assessment of the other agency. As a main result, I show that catering in a duopoly may lead to lower welfare than achieved with a monopolist agency even though agencies in a duopoly have more information. Two conditions are key to this result. First, agencies frequently need to disagree about fundamentals, which creates opportunities to cater ratings. Second, the rated asset’s payoff needs to be sufficiently skewed to the left, which makes catering in a duopoly relatively cheap. These features seem to match the characteristics of complex structured products, which are difficult to precisely evaluate and have skewed payoffs by design.

**Chapter 2: The Benefits of Loose Rating Standards**

I study the information technology choice of a credit rating agency. The information technology classifies projects as good or bad and may commit two types of errors: it may classify a project as good that later defaults or it may classify a project as bad that would otherwise succeed. After its private signal about the project’s quality is realized, the rating agency cannot commit to truthfully reveal it. However, the agency faces penalties if a project with a high rating defaults. When the penalties are relatively high the agency cannot afford to misclassify bad projects. However, when the penalties are relatively low the agency does not want
to misclassify good ones. In the latter case the agency’s conflict of interests is al-
leviated as projects classified as bad will, in fact, be correct, which maximizes the
expected penalty for misreporting their signals. When the agency cannot commit to
truthfully reveal its signals, it will not want to invest in a more precise technology
because the additional information is ignored. I connect the results to stylized facts
on fluctuations of rating standards.

Chapter 3: Individual Investors Exposed (joint with Kata Váradi)

We show in a simple model that investors’ aggregate position is influenced by the
menu of available products. Our focus is on exchange traded call and put knock-out
warrants, because they are popular among individual investors who seek directional
bets. If investors allocate their funds randomly between calls and puts, then their
aggregate position will depend on the relative leverage of the offered call and put
warrants. By construction, the leverage of calls will be higher than the leverage
of puts after recent declines in the underlying. Hence, investors will take a long
position after declines in the underlying and a short position after increases in the
underlying, on average. This behavior is equivalent to betting on price reversals. We
present supporting empirical evidence for our predictions. Using a unique, propri-
etary data set obtained from a bank, we are able to compute the aggregate position
of retail investors who hold knock-out warrants. We speculate that this might be
beneficial for banks’ liquidity management if banks act as market makers on the
underlying asset’s market.
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